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Abstract A concept for dynamic mixture formation

investigations of fuel/air mixtures is presented which can

equally be applied to several other laser induced fluores-

cence (LIF) applications. Double-pulse LIF imaging was

used to gain insight into dynamic mixture formation pro-

cesses. The setup consists of a modified standard PIV setup.

The ‘‘fuel/air ratio measurement by laser induced fluores-

cence (FARLIF)’’ approach is used for a quantification of the

LIF images in order to obtain pairs of 2D fuel/air ratio maps.

Two different evaluation concepts for LIF double pulse

images are discussed. The first is based on the calculation of

the temporal derivative field of the fuel/air ratio distribution.

The result gives insight into the dynamic mixing process,

showing where and how the mixture is changing locally. The

second concept uses optical flow methods in order to esti-

mate the motion of fluorescence (i.e., mixture) structures to

gain insight into the dynamics, showing the distortion and

the motion of the inhomogeneous mixture field. For

this ‘‘fluorescence motion analysis’’ (FMA) two different

evaluation approaches—the ‘‘variational gradient based

approach’’ and the ‘‘variational cross correlation based

approach’’—are presented. For the validation of both, syn-

thetic LIF image pairs with predefined motion fields were

generated. Both methods were applied and the results

compared with the known original motion field. This vali-

dation shows that FMA yields reliable results even for image

pairs with low signal/noise ratio. Here, the ‘‘variational

gradient based approach’’ turned out to be the better choice

so far. Finally, the experimental combination of double-

pulse FARLIF imaging with FMA and simultaneous PIV

measurement is demonstrated. The comparison of the FMA

motion field and the flow velocity field captured by PIV

shows that both results basically reflect complementary

information of the flow field. It is shown that the motion field

of the fluorescence structures does not (necessarily) need to

represent the actual flow velocity and that the flow velocity

field alone can not illustrate the structure motion in any case.

Therefore, the simultaneous measurement of both gives the

deepest insight into the dynamic mixture formation process.

The examined concepts and evaluation approaches of this

paper can easily be adapted to various other planar LIF

methods (with the LIF signal representing, e.g., species

concentration, temperature, density etc.) broadening the

insight for a wide range of different dynamic processes.

1 Introduction

For the enhancement of many technical processes such as

reacting flows, mixing in chemical reactors or mixture
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formation in combustion engines, the knowledge of spatial

distributions of molecular species is of great importance.

The planar laser-induced fluorescence (PLIF) technique is

a well established method to measure two-dimensional

maps of concentration or mixture-ratios in a specific plane

in the volume of interest. In our recent work we were able

to validate a PLIF technique for the quantitative detection

of fuel/air ratios (FARLIF) which will be used for mixture-

formation investigations in optical engines (Scholz et al.

2006, 2007). In many applications—such as mixture-for-

mation in combustion engines—not only the actual species

or mixture distribution is of interest. The temporal evolu-

tion (i.e the dynamics) of the species distribution often is

the key for understanding and improvement of the under-

lying fluid-dynamic processes.

Most recent developments on the laser- and camera-

market rendered high-speed LIF imaging accessible for

specific applications (e.g., Smith and Sick 2006). Yet, there

are still limitations to be overcome. One is that high speed

LIF equipment consisting of a high-power high-speed laser

and an image-intensified high-speed camera usually is

expensive. Others are the limitation in the frame rate

(usually in the order of several kHz) and the limitation of

the excitation wavelength (the shortest wavelength that is

commercially available with sufficient output for high-

speed LIF is 355 nm, in particular there are no systems

available with the excitation wavelength 266 nm which is

often used in LIF applications).

Therefore, we use double-pulse LIF imaging in order to

detect the change of fluorescence structures in the mixture-

formation process of fuel and air in a test chamber (double-

pulse FARLIF). This system operates at 266 nm excitation

and is based on a typical PIV-system (two frequency

doubled Nd:YAG lasers at 532 nm and a PCO dual-frame

camera) using additional frequency doublers (to convert

the wavelength to 266 nm) and an additional adaptable

image intensifier. Therefore, such a LIF-system is readily

available to many labs owning standard PIV systems.

A look at a LIF double image itself gives an impression

of the dynamics, e.g., of a mixing situation or a reacting

flow. However, in some cases it is essential to find a more

quantitative measure for the change between two images.

To this end, two different evaluations of double-pulse LIF

images were examined. The first results in the two-dimen-

sional temporal derivative of the quantity corresponding to

the LIF signal, in our case the fuel/air-ratio. The second

measures the motion of fluorescence structures as a vector

field. This ‘‘fluorescence motion analysis’’ (FMA) uses

optical flow techniques to analyze the movement and

change of intensity gradients. This FMA approach is quite

similar to the ‘‘gaseous image velocimetry (GIV)’’ tech-

nique introduced by Grünefeld et al. (2000a, b) and Krüger

(2001) which in turn is based to a certain extent on

the ‘‘image correlation velocimetry (ICV)’’ proposed by

Tokumaru and Dimotakis (1995). However, in contrast to

GIV (and ICV), the FMA approach uses a different evalu-

ation technique (i.e., more suitable optical flow methods).

Furthermore, FMA does not necessarily aim to measure the

flow velocity field but the quantitative motion of structures

(see below). For this reason, we decided not to use the

misleading term ‘‘velocimetry’’ and called this technique

‘‘fluorescence motion analysis’’ (FMA).

For the validation of this fluorescence motion analysis

technique, synthetic LIF image pairs with known motion

field were generated with different signal-to-noise ratios.

Using these synthetic images as ‘‘ground truth’’ it was

possible to scrutinize image pre-processing and the optical

flow algorithms. Furthermore, the comparison of the cal-

culated motion field with the ground truth shows the

reliability and problems of this evaluation method. Finally,

simultaneous double-pulse LIF and PIV measurements

were conducted. This comparison gives an impression on

how good the FMA result matches the actual flow velocity

field and where specific differences can be identified.

2 Experimental setup for double-pulse LIF

In order to build a comparable, inexpensive setup for time

resolved LIF investigations, a standard PIV setup was

modified to become a double-pulse LIF setup: Two fre-

quency doubled Nd:YAG lasers (Surelite, Continuum) were

each equipped with a second doubler crystal and a beam

combiner for the resulting emission wavelength of 266 nm.

The light sheet was formed by a standard PIV light sheet

optic (LaVision) but equipped with quartz lenses.

To generate mixing situations under controlled condi-

tions, a heatable and pressure resistant flow chamber with a

coaxial nozzle was used as the test object. The flow of each

component and the exhaust were controlled using metering

valves. Gas conditions were monitored and controlled by

pressure gauges (MKS Baratron) and thermo couples. This

flow chamber was equipped with 3 quartz windows to allow

the light sheet to pass the test section and to observe the

induced fluorescence perpendicular to the light sheet. The

fluorescence was captured by a PCO dual-frame CCD-

camera equipped with an adaptable fast image intensifier

(intensified relay optics, IRO, LaVision). The intensity

fluctuations of the laser were monitored by coupling a few

percent of the laser-light in front of the test section onto a

second CCD-camera with a fluorescence screen which

served as an energy monitor. This signal was used to correct

the measured fluorescence intensities for pulse-to-pulse

fluctuations of the laser energy (cf. Scholz et al. 2006, 2007

for more details). The whole system was controlled like a

PIV system using a control computer with commercial PIV
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software (Davis 6.2, LaVision). This double-pulse LIF

system works at 266 nm excitation with up to 8 mJ/pulse

with a minimum Dt of 0.8 ls between two images (corre-

sponding to 1.25 MHz) but only with a repetition rate of

10 Hz from image pair to image pair. On the one hand, this

is a very low repetition rate from image pair to image pair,

so that each image pair only gives a snapshot of the dynamic

process. Therefore, this system is best suited to measure

cyclic events or triggerable situations in transient flows. On

the other hand, compared to standard high-speed LIF set-

ups, this ‘‘cost-saving’’ setup provides quite high pulse

energies (and therefore high fluorescence signals) even at

the short wavelength of 266 nm and a much smaller delay

between the images of the image pair (corresponding up to

1.25 MHz where high-speed LIF systems provide only

some kHz). Therefore, the question as to which system is

the best choice strongly depends on the measurement task

and the available experimental and financial resources.

3 Double-pulse FARLIF imaging

In our recent work we could verify that the fluorescence of

toluene as a tracer in isooctane as well as the fluorescence

of a special near standard gasoline (Shell colorless gaso-

line) is directly proportional to the fuel/air ratio under

certain conditions as pressure, temperature and mixture

ratio (Scholz et al. 2006, 2007). The use of this property for

measuring the mixture ratio of fuel and air (for example, in

combustion engines) is known as FARLIF (fuel/air ratio

measurement by Laser Induced Fluorescence) and was first

introduced by Reboux et al. (1994).

For example, in the case of ‘‘colorless gasoline’’ as fuel,

this FARLIF principle is applicable at pressures above

2.5 bar, with sufficient air-fraction k C 0.4 and tempera-

tures at least up to 550 K (Scholz et al. 2007). Figure 1

depicts this linearity between fluorescence intensity and

equivalence ratio which is a measure of the fuel/air ratio.

This means that planar LIF images can be calibrated to

fuel/air ratio maps using calibration curves such as the one

presented in Fig. 1. This approach is viable as long as laser

attenuation due to absorption can be neglected [as dis-

cussed in Scholz et al. (2007)].

As an example, Fig. 2 shows an image pair captured by

double-pulse FARLIF measurement of a rich colorless

gasoline fuel pulse moving and mixing in the surrounding air

at a temperature of T = 500 K and pressure between 5 and

6 bar. In this mixture situation the fuel valve was shortly

opened and then closed again during constant coaxial air

flow. The images were taken while closing the fuel-valve.

The first image shows the head of the fuel pulse approxi-

mately 15 mm downstream of the nozzle and the highest

equivalence ratio (or fuel/air ratio) near the nozzle exit,

indicating that the nozzle still emits fuel. The temporal delay

between both images was Dt = 2.5 ms and the intensities

have been calibrated to equivalence ratios (fuel/air ratios)

using the corresponding calibration curve (as presented in

Fig. 1). The comparison of both images show that the pulse

front moves from bottom to top (compare the distance to the

red dashed line at 16 mm which serves as a marker1), the

shape stretches and the structure smears out due to mixing.

Therefore, visually comparing a LIF double image renders at

least a qualitative impression of the dynamics.

However, in some cases it is essential to find a more

quantitative measure for the change between two images.

One possibility is to determine the temporal derivative of

the equivalence ratio. This is simply done by subtraction of

the first image from the second (i.e., by subtraction of the

intensity-value of each pixel in the first image from the

intensity-value of the corresponding pixel in the second

image) and by dividing the resulting image by the temporal

delay between both images. The result is the two dimen-

sional derivative field of the equivalence ratio distribution.

Figure 3 shows the temporal derivative of the image pair

from Fig. 2. The image is color-coded, showing areas with

red denoting the strongest gain in equivalence ratio and

green showing areas with strong loss in equivalence ratio

as depicted by the color bar. The speckle-like noise in areas

with small derivatives mainly stems from the shot-noise of

the camera system at very high gain. It can be reduced by

spatial filtering (not applied here). It is obvious that the

biggest increase of the equivalence ratio is found at the top

of the fuel-head. Here, the fuel-cloud moves with the gas

Fig. 1 FARLIF calibration curve: linearity between LIF intensity and

fuel/air ratio (equivalence ratio, resp.)

1 Here the average displacement is about 6 pixels, the same order of

magnitude as in PIV measurements.
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flow from bottom to top, so that in the second image of the

two FARLIF-images fuel can be found in this area where

the equivalence ratio was 0 in the first image. Furthermore,

the light-red areas show the dispersion and mixing from the

center to outer regions and from the rich fuel area at the

nozzle exit further downstream. As expected, only the very

rich fuel areas of the first image near the nozzle show a

negative derivative, caused by the closing of the fuel valve

and therefore the decrease of fuel inflow. This example

points out that the temporal derivative field gained by

FARLIF double images gives insight into dynamic mixing

processes showing where and how the equivalence ratio

map changes. Of course, it should be mentioned that this

procedure can be applied to other double-pulse LIF appli-

cations as well, where for example the LIF signal can

represent a concentration and the derivative measures the

corresponding concentration change. Therefore this con-

cept has a wide range of potential applications.

4 Fluorescence motion analysis (FMA)

Another possibility for a quantitative analysis of double-

pulse LIF images is to detect the movement and distortion

of the structures. As mentioned in Sect. 1, this approach is to

a certain extent similar to the ‘‘gaseous image velocimetry

(GIV)’’ of Grünefeld et al. (2000, b) and Krüger (2001) and

the ‘‘correlation image velocimetry (CIV)’’ approach of

Tokumaru and Dimotakis (1995). In contrast to those

techniques, the approach presented in this paper does not

aim to measure (necessarily) the flow velocity field but the

quantitative motion of structures. Therefore, to differentiate

our approach from previous ones, we avoid the often mis-

leading term ‘‘velocimetry’’ and name this combination of

double-pulse LIF imaging and motion analysis ‘‘fluores-

cence motion analysis (FMA)’’. Furthermore, compared to

the precursor techniques, FMA uses different motion esti-

mators for computing the optical flow field. The optical flow

method that Grünefeld et al. and Tokumaru at al. employ,

yields a highly non-convex optimization problem which

may have many local minima (Krüger 2001; Scarano 2002;

Tokumaru and Dimotakis 1995).

Krüger (2001) describes that much effort is needed to

compute an initial guess for the solution in order to prevent

the algorithm from being trapped in such a local minimum.

The final solution will depend decisively on this initiali-

zation. Our approaches, in contrast, lead to a convex

optimization problem. Its unique global optimum can be

found in a reliable way by using standard techniques from

convex optimization. The current state of the art estimators,

both in terms of accuracy and applicability have been

employed here. In the following, these state of the art

estimators will be introduced briefly:

Variational methods for motion analysis go back to the

early 1980s (Horn and Schunck 1981) and were originally

developed for more general motion estimation tasks

(motion in traffic scenes, robot vision, ...). Since then, there

has been a great deal of research on different methods for

the recovery of optical flow in different scenarios (e.g.,

Barron et al. 1994; Beauchemin and Barron 1995). This

also led to the development of variational methods for the

analysis of meteorological flows and fluid flows (Béréziat

et al. 2000; Corpetti et al. 2002; Ruhnau et al. 2005); these

methods form the basis of the presented approaches.

Fig. 2 Double-pulse FARLIF-

image depicting the temporal

evolution of fuel/air-ratio

Fig. 3 2D temporal derivative of the image pair from Fig. 2
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The image data as visualized with the double-pulse

FARLIF technique in this special application exhibit three

characteristics:

1. only two successive images are available

2. the intensities between the two frames fluctuate due to

changes in laser intensity

3. the images are corrupted by strong noise owing to the

low signal intensities

Due to these limitations on the image data, variational

optical flow techniques are methods of choice for computing

highly accurate motion fields. While Haußecker et al. (1999)

and Haußecker and Fleet (2001) presented techniques for

estimating motion in the presence of general brightness

models in a local structure tensor framework (Bigün et al.

1991), these approaches generally rely on the extraction of

accurate spatio-temporal gradients form the images. Partic-

ularly in the presence of strong noise, structure tensor

methods requires several successive images for recovering

highly accurate gradients. For the present application, a local

approach would thus lead to noisy motion fields or very

sparse ones, if inaccurate flows are excluded by using con-

fidence measures (confer Kondermann et al. 2007).

Two different approaches for dealing with the intensity

fluctuations present in the images are feasible. These

fluctuations can be modeled by a linear source term, or a

constraint equation invariant to brightness changes can be

used. In the following, these two approaches will be out-

lined and applied to the image data.

4.1 Variational gradient based approach

Let I(x1,x2,t) denote the gray value recorded at location

(x1,x2)T and time t in the image plane. The basic assump-

tion underlying most approaches to motion estimation is

the conservation of I over time:

Iðx1 þ u1Dt; x2 þ u2Dt; t þ DtÞ ¼ Iðx1; x2; tÞ ð1Þ

This assumption is violated in the case of changing gray

values due to, e.g., illumination changes. Let us therefore

exchange (1) by

Iðx1 þ u1Dt; x2 þ u2Dt; t þ DtÞ ¼ Iðx1; x2; tÞ þ bðx1; x2; tÞ
ð2Þ

where b(x1,x2,t) is a scalar field that takes into account

the above mentioned illumination changes. Note that the

observed illumination changes arise from a multitude of

effects (out-of-plane velocity, properties of the expanded

laser beam, camera noise, ...). We have chosen this very

simple (additive) term for modeling illumination/bright-

ness changes, as the exact interaction of the different

effects is usually not known and would require the use of

many new parameters.

Let us take into account smooth changes of the flow

(u1,u2)T at time t as a function of x1 and x2: u1 = u1(x1,x2),

u2 = u2(x1,x2), and minimize
Z

X

½Iðx1 þ u1Dt; x2 þ u2Dt; t þ DtÞ

� Iðx1; x2; tÞ � bðx1; x2; tÞ�2dx ð3Þ

From the viewpoint of variational analysis and algorithm

design, formulation (3) is less favorable because the

dependency on u1 and u2 is highly non-convex. A common

way around this difficulty is (1) to further simplify the

objective function so as to obtain a mathematically tractable

problem, and (2) to apply the resulting variational approach

to a multi-scale representation of the image data I (cf, e.g.,

Ruhnau et al. 2005), so that the following approximation

becomes valid:

Iðx1 þ u1Dt; x2 þ u2Dt; t þ DtÞ
� Iðx1; x2; tÞ þ ðox1

Iu1 þ ox2
Iu2 þ otIÞDt ð4Þ

¼ Iðx1; x2; tÞ þ ðrI � ðu1; u2ÞT þ otIÞDt ð5Þ

where the spatial and temporal derivatives of I can be

estimated locally using FIR filters.

For a detailed description, we refer the interested reader

to Ruhnau et al. (2005). Inserting this approximation into

(1) (and dropping the argument (x1,x2,t) for convenience)

yields:

rIðx1; x2; tÞðu1; u2ÞT þ otI ¼ b ð6Þ

Using (5) and (6), the objective function (3) becomes:Z

X

rIðx1; x2; tÞðu1; u2ÞT � otI � b
� �2

dx ð7Þ

Note that this objective function now depends quadratically

on the functions u1(x1,x2), u2(x1,x2), and b(x1,x2), which is

much more convenient from the mathematical point-of-

view. So far, the transition to a continuous setting has led us

to formulation (7), which has to be minimized with respect to

arbitrary functions u1, u2, and b. Clearly, this problem is not

well-posed as yet because any vector field with components

rI(x1,x2)T-b = qtI, Vx1; x2, is a minimizer. Let us therefore

rule out too irregular vector fields and brightness functions

by additionally minimizing the magnitudes of the spatial

gradients of u1, u2, and b:

Jðu1; u2; bÞ ¼
Z

X

½rIðu1; u2ÞT � otI � b�2

þ kðjrðu1; u2ÞT j22Þ þ ljrbj2dx; 0\k; l 2 R ð8Þ

where k and l are user-parameters. We discretize (8) by

using standard first-order finite elements. The Gâteaux

Exp Fluids (2008) 45:583–593 587
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derivatives in the directions u1, u2 and b yield the first-

order necessary conditions. This so-called optimality sys-

tem is a linear system that can be solved for the unknowns

u1, u2 and b by some corresponding iterative solver

(Hackbusch 1993). For regularization terms that are more

enhanced (and more physically plausible) than this simple

smoothness prior, we refer to Suter (1994), Corpetti et al.

(2005), Ruhnau and Schnörr (2007) and Ruhnau et al.

(2007). These terms theoretically make possible the

reconstruction of even very high frequency components of

the velocity field it is well-known, however, that they are

rather noise sensitive and less robust than the simple first-

order regularization of (8). As we are dealing in this

manuscript with extremely difficult image material (little

texture and the presence of noise), we confine ourselves to

the robust first-order regularization of (8).

Note that vector validation methods are obsolete in

connection with our approach as the regularization term

considers spatial context during minimization. Due to the

filling-in effects (cf., e.g., Horn and Schunck 1981) of our

regularizer, however, velocity vectors will even be com-

puted at those locations at which no gradient information is

present. We exclude these (uncertain) vectors in a post-

processing step that analyzes the amplitude of the signal

and of its spatial gradient.

4.2 Variational cross correlation approach

A second approach relies on an invariant formulation (with

respect to additive and multiplicative intensity variations)

of the constraint equation. One such invariant is the cross

correlation between image patches. The negative cross

correlation Ecc is defined as

EccðIðxÞ; uðxÞÞ ¼ �
cov2ðI1ðxÞ; I2ðxþ uðxÞDtÞÞ

varðI1ðxÞÞvarðI2ðxþ uðxÞDtÞÞ ð9Þ

where I1 and I2 denote the images at the times t and (t +

Dt), respectively. The covariance and the variance of the

image intensities in the domain X are denoted by cov and

var.

In image registration, Hermosillo et al. (2002) formu-

lated a local cross correlation framework along with more

sophisticated statistical data terms in a variational frame-

work. Following Hermosillo et al. (2002), the local cross

correlation can be used as a data term similar to Eq. (6),

resulting in

JðuÞ ¼
Z

X

½EccðIðxÞ; uðxÞÞ þ kErðIðxÞ; uðxÞÞ�dx ð10Þ

where X denotes the image domain, Er is the regularizer

and k again a user parameter. In this formulation the same

refined regularization terms mentioned previously can be

used. However, here we also limit ourselves to the robust

first-order regularization for the same reason. The resulting

Euler–Lagrange equations take the form

0 ¼ DuðxÞ � covðI1; I2Þ
varðI2Þ

I1 �\I1 [
varðI1Þ

� �

� Ecc
I2 �\I2 [

varðI2Þ

� �
ð11Þ

where D denotes the Laplace operator and \ �[ denotes

the mean. It should be noted, that image warping with

linear interpolation is being applied for all occurrences of

I2 in order to evaluate the image intensity at locations

(x + u(x)Dt).

4.3 Application example for FMA

Figure 4 shows the application of the variational gradient

based approach on the image pair shown in Fig. 2. An

example for the application of the variational cross corre-

lation approach is given in Fig. 7 and will be discussed

later. Figure 4 shows the motion of the intensity structures

(i.e., the fuel cloud) of Fig. 2 as a vector field. On first

sight, one essential feature of FMA results becomes obvi-

ous: the motion of the structures can naturally only be

detected where strong enough structures occur and where

structures (i.e., intensity gradients) are changing. It is an

advantage of the variational gradient based approach, that

the algorithm itself judges in a post-processing step where

valid vectors can be detected. The vector field in Fig. 4

shows the fast movement of the pulse-head and the slower

movement in its wake and at the nozzle exit. This is an

expected observation as the corresponding double-pulse

LIF measurement was conducted during the closing pro-

cess of the fuel inlet2.

Fig. 4 Motion field of Fig. 2 evaluated by FMA

2 The tendency of the flow to the left direction in Fig. 4 is caused by

a slight asymmetrical installation of the nozzle.
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However, this does not mean that the motion field rep-

resents the actual flow velocity. This is exemplified in the

homogeneous areas near the nozzle exit or homogeneous

areas in the center of the cloud, where the flow velocity

might differ from the motion of the structure (compare

discussion in Sect. 6). Nevertheless, this example demon-

strates the ability of the discussed FMA strategy to measure

and visualize the movement of mixture structures quanti-

tatively. Again, this technique may be translated to any

other double-pulse LIF application (representing concen-

trations, phases, temperatures etc.) where structures are in

motion.

5 Validation of FMA

In order to obtain quantitative statements about the accu-

racy of the fluorescence motion analysis approach, the

exact motion of the structures has to be known. One pos-

sibility to know the exact displacements is the simulation

of the recording process of the LIF images. In such images

the structures can be deformed and displaced arbitrarily. In

order to yield results which are close to reality, the simu-

lation of LIF images must be as realistic as possible. To

fulfill this requirement, synthetic LIF images were gener-

ated as follows:

1. A real image (Fig. 5 left hand side) is used to define

the regions which contain fluorescent structures by

means of a mask (Fig. 5 middle).

2. In the regions defined by the mask, synthetic, Gauss-

ian-shaped particle images are placed on an equidistant

grid (one particle every 0.5 pixels). The particle image

diameter dP is calculated according to dP ¼ const
ffiffiffiffi
G
p

(with G denoting the gray value) by means of a

bilinear interpolation of the surrounding pixel grey

values (cf. Fig. 6).

3. The synthetic first image with structure (I1, struc) is

calculated. This is done by using an in-house software

(Institute of Fluid Mechanics, TU Braunschweig)

which was validated by means of the EUROPIV

Synthetic Image Generator (Stanislas et al. 2004). The

particle image shape is assumed to be Gaussian. Pixel

gray values are added if one pixel is illuminated by

several particles.

4. The particle images are displaced by applying a given

equation. Thereafter, the second image with structure

(I2, struc) is calculated.

5. The synthetic images which have been generated so far

only contain the (moving) LIF structure. In order to fill

the background, two images containing only back-

ground and no LIF structure have been recorded

beforehand (I1, back and I2, back) with the same exper-

imental setup as the original LIF image. To combine

I1, struc and I1, back an image I1 is generated which inserts

I1, back where no LIF mask was defined. At the positions

where the LIF mask is defined the gray value for I1 is

calculated by the following equation:

Fig. 5 Synthetic image generation: original image (left hand side), mask for the LIF structure (middle) and synthetic image with a background

weighting of 40% (right hand side)

Fig. 6 Particle image distribution
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I1ðx; yÞ ¼ WI1;backðx; yÞ þ ð1�WÞI1;strucðx; yÞ: ð12Þ

In order to obtain a continuous fading between structure

and background, the weighting factor W is linearly scaled

between 1.0 and the prescribed value across the outer 5

pixels. A result with a background weighting of 40% is

shown in Fig. 5 on the right hand side. I2 is generated in a

similar way.

The described method allows the generation of synthetic

double-pulse LIF images which are close to reality. Hence,

these images are well suited to assess the accuracy of

evaluation methods like fluorescence motion analysis

(FMA), which is applied in the following.

Figure 7 compares an original motion field (on the left)

with the FMA result of the corresponding synthetic image

pair, using the ‘‘variational cross correlation approach’’

described in Sect. 4.2 (on the right). The first image of the

synthetic LIF image pair (as depicted in Fig. 5) is displayed

in the background of each vector field. The simple structure

of the motion field for this synthetic image pair was (to a

certain extent) inspired by experimentally measured fields

but has no real fluid dynamical background (e.g., is not a

flow simulation), it just serves as the ‘‘ground truth’’ for the

FMA evaluation. The comparison of the FMA result with

the ground truth shows good agreement in most parts of the

moving and distorting structure. Only in the upper areas,

where the signal level is low and close to the noise level,

differences in vector length (color) and direction become

obvious. The relative deviation of the vector magnitudes

from the ground truth is in the most parts below 10%, but

in areas with very week signal the deviation reaches a

maximum of 70%. The overall average deviation in this

special case is 15%.

The situation is even better, when the ‘‘variational gra-

dient based approach’’ from Sect. 4.1 is applied for FMA

evaluation. Figure 8 depicts a color-coded image of the

relative deviation from the ground truth for different noise

levels (background weighting W in Eq. (12)). Without

additional noise (W = 0) the deviation from the ground

truth is in most areas far below 3% (Fig. 8, left). Only at

very weak structures such as the isle in the top right corner

of the image the deviation reaches 15%. The average

deviation in this test case is 2.4%. Here, in a comparison of

vector fields (like Fig. 7) no differences could be seen

by the eye. With 15% additional noise (Fig. 8 middle,

W = 0.15) the deviation rises but is still below 4% in most

areas. Here, the maximum deviation is in the order of 20%

and in this special case the average is 3.1%. Even with a

high additional noise level of 40% (Fig. 8 right, W = 0.4)

in most parts the deviation is below or in the order of 5%

and the maximum deviation is in the order of 20%. But here

the advantage of this approach becomes obvious: the

evaluation automatically judges where valid motions

can be detected and therefore the resulting vector field

Fig. 7 Validation of

fluorescence motion analysis

using synthetic images. Left first

image of a synthetic image pair

with original motion field. Right
FMA result using the variational

cross correlation approach

Fig. 8 Relative deviation from the original motion field for the variational gradient based FMA approach for different signal/noise levels. Left
without noise; Middle 15% noise; Right 40% noise
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(corresponding to the area where the deviation is calculated)

is smaller. Even in this case of a very high noise level the

average deviation is only 4.0%.

These results show that FMA yields reliable estimates

even under noisy conditions, whereas the ‘‘variational

gradient based approach’’ seems to be preferable under the

examined conditions. However, as the authors see much

potential in the ‘‘variational cross correlation approach’’ as

well, both approaches will be further investiageted in

ongoing work.

6 Experimental combination of double-pulse FARLIF

with FMA and PIV

As mentioned-above, fluorescence motion analysis not

necessarily measures the whole and real flow field. Instead,

FMA measures the structure motion and only gives results

where structures are present and where they are changing.

Yet, the flow field drives the mixture formation dynamics.

Therefore, it is helpful to combine the above described

double-pulse FARLIF technique with a standard particle

image velocimetry (PIV) technique to gain deeper insight

into the dynamic process. Furthermore, the combination of

both techniques is able to reveal the differences of the

corresponding results—which are vector fields in both

cases.

In order to have exactly identical detection areas and

detection time, the same double pulse laser light sheet at

266 nm was used for PIV and for FARLIF (therefore, no

chromatic aberrations can occur, which might be possible if

the second harmonic of the laser (532 nm) would be used

for PIV simultaneously to the fourth harmonic (266 nm)

for LIF, as another possibility for simultaneous PIV plus

LIF which would be more common). A second double

frame camera equipped with an image intensifier (IRO, to

make the camera UV sensitive) was used for PIV detection

at 266 nm and the splitting-up between PIV-signal and

FARLIF-signal was achieved by reflection filters. It was

important that the seeding-particles do not fluoresce.

Intense preliminary studies showed that an aerosol of pure

‘‘polyethyleneglycol 400’’ (PEG 400, purity: Ph Eur) is the

best choice, with very low fluorescence but a good particle

size with strong scatter-signal for PIV. The PIV measure-

ments and evaluations were conducted with commercial

PIV-software (DaVis 6.2, LaVision) using standard PIV

algorithms with adaptive multi-pass, window shift and

decreasing cell size.

Figure 9 presents an example of the results of a simul-

taneous single-shot PIV measurement and double-pulse

FARLIF imaging with FMA evaluation in a transient

mixing situation. The velocities are color-coded. The flow

scenario is quite similar to the situation of Figs. 2, 3 and 4:

during steady air flow the fuel valve was opened for a short

time and then closed again. The gas temperature was 398 K

and the total pressure about 5 bar. The result of double

pulse FARLIF with fluorescence motion analysis using the

‘‘variational gradient based approach’’ is shown in the left

part of Fig. 9. The right part depicts the flow field mea-

sured simultaneously by PIV. The background of each

picture shows the calibrated fuel-air ratio field of the first

FARLIF-image.

As expected, the first look at the two results shows the

biggest difference: as the FMA evaluation only shows

results within the structure (i.e., the rich fuel cloud), the

PIV result covers the whole field. Similar to the situation of

Fig. 4 the FMA result of Fig. 9 shows the highest velocities

at the top of the fuel pulse head (green vectors). Further

upstream near the nozzle the structure motion is slower due

to the closing process of the fuel valve. Qualitatively, the

situation is the same in the PIV velocity field and the order

of magnitude of the corresponding velocities in both results

match quite well. But in the case of the PIV result, the

highest velocities appear in the center of the pulse head

(red vectors) and these high velocities are not detected by

FMA. The explanation why the highest flow velocities do

not appear at the border of the pulse head is the decelera-

tion of the pulse by the slower surrounding air. Therefore,

the border moves slower (velocity comparable to the FMA

result at the border: green vectors in both cases) and the

Fig. 9 Combination of

simultaneous double-pulse

FARLIF measurement with

FMA and PIV measurement.

Left motion field measured by

FMA. Right flow velocity field

measured by PIV
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pulse forms its jellyfish-like shape. The reason why these

high velocities inside the structure are not detected by

FMA is the homogeneity of the structure in this area and

the fact that here the flow velocity is directed parallel to the

intensity structures. Therefore, the intensity structure

locally does not change or move as fast. This example

shows that in the case of homogeneous areas the FMA

motion field naturally does not represent the velocity field

(another example would be a laminar stationary coaxial

flow, where structures do not change at all, although there

is flow velocity). Homogeneous areas may also occur quite

often in turbulent mixing scenarios: for example, about half

of the mixed gas in a turbulent shear layer resides in more

or less uniform vortex cores (Broadwell and Breidenthal

1982). Also in these cases the FMA result will not repre-

sent the velocity field in these homogeneous vortex cores.

However, the example in Fig. 9 also shows that the FMA

result provides different important information: at a glance,

it represents the motion of the structure. Only from the PIV

velocity field of Fig. 9 one would not expect such a slow

structure motion. One would have to apply the velocity

field on the structure (similar to the procedure in Sect. 5) to

estimate its motion. Therefore, the presented FMA

approach is very valuable in cases where the motion of

fluorescence structures are important - as in the case of

spark ignition engines where it is important if and when an

ignitable cloud arrives at the spark plug. The technique can

be applied in any case where the spatio-temporal evolution

of the fluorescing property is of interest.

7 Conclusions

A concept for dynamic mixture formation analysis was

presented using a converted standard PIV setup to perform

double-pulse FARLIF imaging in the UV spectral range.

Such a conversion of a PIV setup makes the presented

measurement concepts affordable for many laboratories

worldwide and is in some cases a cheaper and faster alter-

native to high-speed LIF setups. Double-pulse LIF images

themselves give a first impression of the observed dynamic

process. Furthermore, quantitative evaluation techniques

for the double images give superior information density. As

one possibility, the simple calculation of the temporal par-

tial derivative of the intensity field—in the case of FARLIF

the derivative of the equivalence ratio—was demonstrated.

This evaluation shows where and how much the equiva-

lence ratio is locally changing, giving a quantitative

overview of the current mixture formation situation. The

demonstrated approach may be transferred to any other

LIF detection and gives insight into the change of the

corresponding property detected by the LIF signal, like

concentration, temperature, density etc.

As a key point of this paper, a second evaluation tech-

nique, the ‘‘fluorescence motion analysis (FMA)’’ was

presented. This technique is able to quantitatively detect

the motion of fluorescence structures such as moving

clouds, distorting phases or mixing fluids. To a certain

extent the technique borrows from precursor approaches

‘‘gaseous image velocimetry’’ and ‘‘correlation image ve-

locimetry’’ but in contrast to those techniques, the approach

presented in this paper does not aim to measure the flow

velocity field but the quantitative motion of structures.

Therefore, to differentiate our approach from previous

ones, we avoid the often misleading term ‘‘velocimetry’’

and name this combination of double-pulse LIF imaging

and motion analysis ‘‘fluorescence motion analysis

(FMA)’’. Two different approaches for the motion esti-

mation—the ‘‘variational gradient based approach’’ and the

‘‘variational correlation based approach’’—were discussed

and applied. Using synthetic LIF image pairs with a known

motion field, it was possible to validate both approaches

and to demonstrate their reliability and accuracy. The

averaged relative deviation of the FMA result (variational

gradient based approach) from the ground truth was only

2.5% for low noise signals and 4% under very noisy con-

ditions where the deviations in most areas are far below

these values in the specific test case. It seems that the

‘‘variational gradient based approach’’ is the better choice

for the examined mixing scenarios but due to their poten-

tials, both approaches will be pursued and improved in

ongoing work. Again, the FMA approach may well be

transferred to any other planar LIF detection scenario such

as concentration-, temperature- or density-field imaging.

Furthermore this approach may be used in the context of

double-pulse Raman-imaging as well.

Additionally, the simultaneous application of the pre-

sented double-pulse FARLIF technique with FMA and

standard PIV measurement was successfully demonstrated.

The comparison of the FMA results with the simulta-

neously measured PIV flow velocity field showed that both

results match quite well but represent different informa-

tion: as the PIV result represents the flow velocity of the

fluid which mainly drives the dynamical process, such as

mixing, the FMA result represents the motion and distor-

tion of the fluorescence structure. Both fields might not

necessarily be the same as demonstrated in the given

example of Sect. 6. However, both results, the velocity

field and the structure motion are important in order to gain

a deeper insight into the dynamic process; therefore a

simultaneous measurement is the most valuable approach.

Finally, it has to be mentioned that all examined con-

cepts and evaluation approaches in this paper can easily be

transferred and adapted to various other planar LIF meth-

ods (or even planar Raman imaging) where the LIF signal

represents, e.g., species concentration, temperature, density
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etc.—with the potential to broaden the insight for a wide

range of dynamic processes.
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